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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to evaluate the students who are working while studying in faculty
information management. This paper provides a background of why students need to do part
time job while studying. Students can choose their own working either refer time table or flexible
time. This is important to know their life background with positive and negative effects while the
students combine both of it. At the same time students can get more awareness by working
such as can arrange life well and spend money.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, part time job is needed because of economic crisis in the world. At the same
time, this problem also affects some students who have finance problem. Then, the
students were looking for part time job to seeking some money to afford their study at
the university. Students also can do online part time job such as being a drop ship to the
others business. Students can work with their specialties skills with own ways.
Part time job mean a form of employment when employer taking staff work pay by per
hour and students can work by their free timetable when they does not have classes.
Douglas C. Maynard Todd J. Thorsteinson Natalya M. Parfyonova, (2006) said
definition of part time work in government are less 30 to 35 hours per week but it
depends of the company policy and the need of the company. Then, David Robotham
(2012) said in 1990s reported for level of student part time work increase. But only
some country is allowing their students working as part time and develop students work
part time. Government prefers their students learn and study without stress.
According to Paul Barron Constantia Anastasiadou (2009) part time is to develop
understand to students knows and learn the way they learned. This is because in the
hospitality, they need to gain knowledge and an experience about hospitality. They
need to be friendly and know how to treat guest, visitors and strangers including serve
to the guest food, drink and serve service to make sure customer satisfied and
comfortable.
If one company there is no enough employee, problem will happen such as
miscommunication between employee and employer, staff and customer or others. For
example at restaurant, there will be many problem which in food sector there are full of
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the part, who are cook, who are drive maker, take an order, serve food, cashier and
many more. This is because in this sector, they need more staff to handle their place,
manage it well and run smoothly when enough employee. In addition, Janneke van de
Pol (2015), say the combination of working part time will give reward and achievement
while they can control the attitude while serve customers.
Majority students are working in sector food division, part time promoter, part time
runner, part time working with using their own skills and many more. The most famous
for part time job usually in food sectors such as fast food restaurant, being as cashier.
When learned using a skills, from here students can get side income and only working
while have customer such as massage, cupping and so on.Students who are working
while studying have a pro and cons to them which they need to make sure physical and
mental are strong and accept it.
ISSUES
In this paper, we identify several issues regarding to students who working part time.
Based on our observation from the previous study, there are still some problems. Some
of the limitations are:




Students need to face crisis of economic and financial problem.
Students need to survive with their own pocket money and budgeting finance.
Students can’t get enough sleep and rest because of working while studying.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS






Why students need to work while study?
Type of students likes to working as part time job?
What students rate price as part time working?
How many hours that students can work as part time students?
What is the main purpose you as a student’s doing a part time job?

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This study was carried out to determine the reason of students working part time job.
Aims of this paper are:






To determine why students working part time job.
To realize the number of students who are working part time.
To encourage students get an experience and knowledge while working part
time.
To develop spirit students confident while communicate in front of people.
To understand pro and cons while working and studying.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
From the analysis review, we can say there are many types of articles that analyze the
review and give their own suggestion and opinion.Moses Kwadzo (2014) said employee
will face two types of data which need to photo procurement between employers and
employees and make an interview. For example, photograph have to know using a
camera, make a promote triangulation of data collection and analysis, especially when
used with in-depth interviewing. The photo taking a picture at the same session after the
interview was conducted. Every interviewee talk about their experiences as depicted in
the photos then the interview session happen. Employers will scan and know how
interviewee attitude and the way they communicate either confident or not. From here
employers can detect the problem. Then data that students provide will make them get
experience and collection of the sources.
Paul Barron Constantia Anastasiadou, (2009), from he said part time working students
can become a good person when they have an experience and knowledge more. But,
some of the universities are not suggest their students working while studying because
there are many problems to students. It can control if students are aware and alert with
personal and practice for their career in future besides students can handle their
timetable wisely. So they will be a flexible, intelligent employees and more interactive
person.
Jessica Li Roland K. Yeo (2011) said when working, there will make experience
increase with positive way such as everything can be smooth and well. Job and life
satisfaction will improve the between work and family roles. It was not until the 1960s
that studies in this area proliferated by focusing on women entering the workforce and
work-family stress. The focus has also shifted concerns to an overall workforce
management issue that addresses the work-life balance of all employees. In research
and policy can enables a wider understanding of non-work concerns in research for all
workers. Quality of work life is a construct that concerns the well-being of employees
and it is quite different from job satisfaction.
Erica Smith and Wendy Patton (2009) said it is difficult to show exact percentage of
young people who work because they may move in and out of work at different time.
The meaning of working has a different to other person such as they can be babysitter,
deliveryman and many more. So it cannot be count wisely but researcher said normally
students work in young age over 15 years old. Based on my topic, It more specific it to
the students who are study in university level and percentage of the working as part
time worker.

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
a) Students working while studying because there are many problems in their life
such as:
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To gain knowledge

To increase the
confident level

Student work part
time job

To get an experience
work

Support living cost

Figure 1. Research Framework
Students can gain knowledge while they work as part time because from what they work
they can study and achieve the quality of the service they get such as how to
communicate with other people for example other staff, customers, guest or visitor.
Student can write their part time job at working experience in resume because it is very
useful for students when have any interview. Next, usually based on my research when
interview student work, they said to get confident level while speak, the good for
communicate when students be as promoter because it can persuade and interact
customer interested with our product we sell. When we speak in front of people this can
make us know to control scared, afraid and hectic. Lastly, being part time worker can
support living cost such as support own life and family get extra pocket money, get what
they want in their life. Students who earn their own money tend to spend it wisely. Parttime jobs are often tough, and hard-earned money can be painful to part with. In short,
students are more likely to save their money for necessities such as text books and
rent. Students with jobs have little free time. This predisposes them to become more
organized and better planners, learning to weigh their priorities in order to meet
deadlines. Effective time management benefits both your studies and life after
university.
An experience working part time job which is promote my skills in doing cupping or
“bekam” in Malay word. Cupping is an alternative for treating and get rid of tainted blood
exist in our body. It can increase red and white blood cell and change the blood to
alkaline and neutral the blood from acid blood. It also can avoid people from sick such
as fever, cough, lower back, full leg problem, and many more which it can cure to every
disease. When the flows of blood are smooth, it can maintain our health and organ
normal. According to Dr Madyo Wratsongko which we took in cupping manual book said
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the symptom of the disease happened when the body felt uncomfortable. Sinew
nerve that does not work will cause loss the "sense of taste". That show sinew
nerve under functioning and need to be treated for blood circulation movement. From
this cupping, can notice and gain more knowledge when doing this part time job. The
way learned besides it can make me get side income with this part time job. From this
part time also make me know how to manage time well when customer call or text to
make an appointment with me such as the time and date they prefer to do cupping.
Usually I will do the cupping at the night or free time without disturb my timetable and
class. When we have own part time job also can make us know the way to
communicate with customer and I can find many of the several of customer whether
they afraid, brave, scared and so on.
b)
c)

Impact students working part time job:
There will reduce the problem of students lazy and hanging out.
There can increase economic when all students working.
Can help students achieve the Malaysia mission.
Can get a positive and skills of communication either physical and mental

Students feel that a part-time job will be to the detriment of their studies. It’s not
easy to balance the two and still enjoy a social life.
- Be ruthless about organising your time.
- Be honest.
- Keep all the important people informed. Make sure your boss knows when
you’ve got important lectures, tutorials and deadlines. Employers are usually
pretty flexible about your

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, part time job is popular at all countries which they can refer to work online
rather than be in the office or work place. Being a part time worker can have own money
which cover life, pay own academic fees and support family. From working students can
able to get experience in any field that wish to go, handle how to communicate with
people and know how to handle the way speak wisely.
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